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 by Christian Kadluba   

Shabu Shabu Bar 

"Shabu Shabu Savories & Sakes"

Shabu Shabu, one of the most popular Japanese eateries in Santa Ana, is

also rumored to feature a fantastic and impressive sake collection.

Located on 17th Street, the charming restaurant, done up with deep reds

and oriental elements, welcomes and usually caters to large groups and

families. The food menu, on the other hand, is built around the shabu

shabu-style (Japanese hotpot) of cooking where the diners choose a main

ingredient, usually a meat, and cook it in boiling water along with various

other herbs, condiments and spices - the result is a truly delicious, exotic

meal that the entire family create and can enjoy together! Although meat

and poultry preparations such as kobe beef and rib-eye shabu shabu are

highly recommended, their vegan and vegetarian selections are quite

delectable as well. Don't forget to complement this wonderful meal, with

one of their sake drinks; take the help the courteous waitstaff if necessary

- they'll be happy to help!

 +1 714 954 0332  1945 East 17th Street, Suite No. 108, Santa Ana CA

 by stu_spivack   

Kitayama 

"Get your sushi fix"

This charming restaurant is a little bit of Japan in Newport Beach. Glass

walls and high ceilings give it a very open, airy feeling. The clientele

comes for this as well as for the food. There is a sushi bar where you can

sit, or you can get comfortable in the main dining room while you are

served beautiful dishes like fresh fish, Japanese rice and vegetables, and

delicious soups. Sip Japanese beer and sake or order a less exotic bottle

of wine from the extensive list with bottles from $8-$75.

 +1 949 725 0777  www.kitayamanewport.com/  101 Bay View Place, Newport Beach CA

 by TechCocktail   

Sushi on Fire 

"Cosmopolitan Sushi with Sake Specialty"

Sushi on Fire boasts a cosmopolitan cool from its central location in

Huntington Beach, an elegantly minimal dining area and trendy bar

creating a hip atmosphere. A la carte sushi is the main focus of the menu

here, although a somewhat secret menu of twelve artisan sakes makes

this restaurant a destination in itself. Knowledgeable servers can assist

you in making the perfect sake choice to accompany the incredibly fresh

fare on offer. Overflowing with California cool, Sushi on Fire is a hot item

in the Huntington dining scene.

 +1 714 374 8885  www.sushionfire.com/  info@sushionfire.com  301 Main Street, Huntington

Beach CA
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 by Gunawan Kartapranata   

O Fine Japanese Cuisine - Laguna

Beach 

"Wonderful Fusion Japanese Food"

O Fine Japanese Cuisine - Laguna Beach is the sister restaurant of the

Irvine branch. Set in a cozy triangular space with cool blue neon lighting,

the restaurant serves lovely Japanese cuisine with a fusion swirl to it.

From sushi, sashimi, sukiyaki (hot pot), teriyaki, and California rolls to the

creative dishes like Chilean sea bass misoyaki, garlic beef, king crab roll,

tempura ice cream and more, you will find every dish deliciously

wonderful. They also have fully stocked bar of sake, beer and wine.

 +1 949 715 5551  www.ofinejapanesecuisin

e.com/

 olagunabeach@gmail.com  30872 Coast Highway,

Laguna Beach CA
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